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Abstract

Problem of community property is territory of jurisdiction which not touched or not thought (ghair al-mufakkar fih). Spouse of wife husband which have divorced even progressively noise with .Problem of community property which complicated, finally back part to progressively make conference hot in justice because both side claim even she/he which have rights to get bigger than his/her couple. But, time and social cortex in modern epoch now already different where with limitation and husband skill caused wife to not stay quite and follow to account family economy burden. If happen problem of community property must finished with justice, consideration of judge with \( \frac{1}{2} : \frac{1}{2} \) feel not fair according to wife, so that arise a problem, how about consideration of judge in stop the dispute of community property and how about its solution. This research to analyzing considering of judge in comprehending section 97 KHI about divided dispute of community property. Method which used by passing Yuridis Empiris approach. Empiris approach because approach to get divide of community property data among wife and husband to give sense of justice to people. Result of research which get where judge in give considering and fairing just see with casuistics and tend to think doktriner-normatif-deduktif., though regulation about divide of community property having character absolute. But according to judge to do ijtihad finding a new law to make the people feel fair. Example, if wife have contribution bigger than in community property, while husband is not work and have bad character hence the divide is not \( \frac{1}{2} : \frac{1}{2} \) but can other specified, example \( \frac{3}{4} : \frac{1}{4} \) (wife get \( \frac{3}{4} \) and husband get \( \frac{1}{4} \), so the rights of wife is protected).
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I. PENDAHULUAN

Masalah harta bersama sering menjadi isu hangat di masyarakat kita. Yang pada akhirnya menyita perhatian media, terutama pemberitaan perceraian artis sering di blow up oleh media massa.